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The dynamics of low energy electron attachment to monohydrated uracil are investigated using
time-resolved photoelectron imaging to excite and probe iodide-uracil-water (I− ·U·H2 O) clusters.
Upon photoexcitation of I− ·U·H2 O at 4.38 eV, near the measured cluster vertical detachment energy
of 4.40 eV ± 0.05 eV, formation of both the dipole bound (DB) anion and valence bound (VB) anion
of I− ·U·H2 O is observed and characterized using a probe photon energy of 1.58 eV. The measured
binding energies for both anions are larger than those of the non-hydrated iodide-uracil (I− ·U) counterparts, indicating that the presence of water stabilizes the transient negative ions. The VB anion
exhibits a somewhat delayed 400 fs rise when compared to I− ·U, suggesting that partial conversion
of the DB anion to form the VB anion at early times is promoted by the water molecule. At a higher
probe photon energy, 3.14 eV, I− re-formation is measured to be the major photodissociation channel. This product exhibits a bi-exponential rise; it is likely that the fast component arises from DB
anion decay by internal conversion to the anion ground state followed by dissociation to I− , and
the slow component arises from internal conversion of the VB anion. Published by AIP Publishing.
https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5040673

I. INTRODUCTION

Low energy electrons have been shown to induce single and double strand breaks in DNA and can ultimately
contribute to mutations, genetic damage, and cancer.1 Electronic structure calculations indicate that the nucleobase may
be the site of initial electron attachment for DNA2–4 and that
electron attachment can form either a conventional valence
bound (VB) anion by attachment to the π∗ orbital of the
base3,5 or a dipole bound (DB) anion due to the large molecular dipole moments of nucleobases.6 Dissociative electron
attachment experiments suggest that an initially formed DB
state acts as a gateway to the formation of a VB anion.7
Formation of these transient negative ions (TNIs) then leads
to the fragmentation of gas phase nucleobases, nucleosides,
and nucleotides.8,9 Our group has previously examined the
dynamics of low energy electron attachment to the nucleobases uracil, thymine, and adenine via time-resolved photoelectron imaging (TRPEI) of iodide-nucleobase clusters.10–12
We observed the formation and decay of DB and VB TNIs
along with photofragmentation to form I− .13 The addition
of water has been shown to increase the electron affinity
of nucleobases,14 mediate nucleobase proton transfer,15 and
affect the excited state lifetimes and ultimately the photostability of pyrimidine nucleobases, specifically thymine.16,17
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In this study, we examine the dynamics of electron attachment to monohydrated uracil and the subsequent dissociation
channels using TRPEI of iodide-uracil-water (I− ·U·H2 O) clusters and compare these results to non-hydrated iodide-uracil
(I− ·U) in order to assess the role of microhydration in these
dynamics.
Photoelectron spectroscopy is a powerful tool to detect
and identify the presence of both DB and VB anions as they
are readily distinguished by differing electron binding energies (eBEs) as well as photodetachment spectral profiles.18,19
The excess electron of the DB anion is bound by the molecular dipole moment. Hence, the electron binding energy is very
low, often less than 100 meV, and the photoelectron spectrum
comprises a narrow peak since the geometry of the weakly
bound diffuse anion does not differ significantly from that
of the neutral. In VB anions, on the other hand, the excess
electron occupies a valence orbital. Even when the neutral
species on which the VB anion is based has a closed shell,
these anions exhibit higher binding energies of hundreds of
meV and more significant geometric distortion from the structure of the corresponding neutral, yielding broad photoelectron
spectral profiles. In the case of both uracil and uracil-water, the
VB anion geometric distortion is largely in the ring puckering
coordinate.10,20
Uracil-water anion clusters have been previously studied
with photoelectron spectroscopy by Bowen, Weinkauf, and coworkers.14,21 Although the ground state of the gas phase uracil
anion is a DB state,18,22 only a VB state is evidenced in the photoelectron spectrum of U− ·H2 O. The U− ·H2 O VB anion was
measured to have a vertical detachment energy (VDE), the
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energy difference between the anion and the neutral species
at the equilibrium geometry of the anion, of approximately
850 meV. Theory has suggested for both uracil-water 23,24 and
thymine-water anion clusters25 that the VB anion is preferentially stabilized over the DB anion as a result of the interaction
energy of the solvating species being greater for the higher
density excess electron distribution in the VB anion than in
the DB anion.

In the present study, we examine the dynamics of TNI
formation and decay for I− ·U·H2 O clusters photoexcited
near the cluster VDE using TRPEI. Photoexcitation with an
ultraviolet photon initiates electron transfer from the iodide to
the nucleobase moiety. Photoexcitation in this energy regime is
expected to form either or both the DB and the VB anions, and
these nascent TNIs may energetically access several possible
decay channels, calculated in this work,26 including

hνpump

I− · U · H2 O −−−−−→ [I · · · U · · · H2 O]∗− → I− · U + H2 O

∆E = 0.45 eV

→ I · H2 O + U

∆E = 1.12 eV

→ I − + U · H2 O

∆E = 1.16 eV

−

(1)

→ I− + U + H2 O ∆E = 1.57 eV.

The TNIs can also undergo autodetachment to one or more
neutral species plus an electron.
We employ two different probe photon energies to photodetach the TNIs and ionic photodissociation products to
examine the dynamics for the formation and decay of each
species. A probe pulse of 1.58 eV is able to photodetach the
relatively weakly bound DB and VB anions, as both TNIs
generally have electron binding energies below 1 eV. A higher
energy probe pulse of 3.14 eV is also used here to detach ionic
photofragments, all of which have significantly higher binding
energies; the electron affinity of atomic iodine is 3.059 eV, for
example.27
Here, we observe the formation of both DB and VB anions
from photoexcited I− ·U·H2 O. Both TNIs exhibit a larger binding energy than the DB and VB anions from the analogous
process in I− ·U, indicating stabilization of the anions by the
interaction of water. Following photoexcitation, the I− ·U·H2 O
DB anion is observed instantaneously while the VB anion signal exhibits a rise time of ∼400 fs suggesting that the DB anion
undergoes a partial conversion to form the VB anion. A similar delay was seen for I− ·U complexes excited near their VDE,
but the distinction between DB and VB formation dynamics is
more pronounced here. The I− photofragment signal exhibits
a bi-exponential rise of ∼7 ps and ∼320 ps, likely arising from
TNI decay at early times by internal conversion (IC) to the
anion ground state by back-electron transfer to the I atom, followed by the loss of I− . It is possible that the faster I− rise
originates from the DB anion and the slower rise originates
from the VB anion.
II. EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL METHODS

The TRPEI apparatus has been described in detail previously28,29 and is briefly summarized here. I− ·U·H2 O clusters
were formed by passing approximately 550 kPa helium carrier
gas over a reservoir of iodomethane and a second reservoir
of deionized liquid water. Both reservoirs and the connecting gas line were heated to approximately 40 ◦ C with heating

tape. The gas was passed through a pulsed Even-Lavie valve
operating at 500 Hz that contained a cartridge of solid uracil
(Sigma-Aldrich, ≥99.0%) heated to 220 ◦ C. The gas mixture was supersonically expanded into vacuum through a ring
electrode ionizer. The resultant anionic clusters were perpendicularly extracted using a Wiley McLaren time-of-flight mass
spectrometer 30 and mass-selected to isolate the I− ·U·H2 O
species.
The I− ·U·H2 O clusters were excited and photodetached
by femtosecond pump and probe laser pulses delayed by a
delay stage. Two pump-probe schemes were used in this study:
the pump pulse of 283 nm (4.38 eV) was used with either an
infrared probe pulse of 785 nm (1.58 eV) or an ultraviolet
probe pulse of 395 nm (3.14 eV). A KMLabs Griffin oscillator and Dragon amplifier were used to generate 40 fs laser
pulses centered at 785 nm with 1.85 mJ/pulse at a repetition
rate of 1 kHz. These pulses were split to an optical parametric
amplifier (LightCon TOPAS-C) to generate the pump pulses
and to a frequency-doubling setup using a β-barium borate
(BBO) crystal to generate the probe pulses. The pump and
frequency-doubled probe pulse energies were 12 µJ/pulse at
283 nm and 65 µJ/pulse at 395 nm, respectively. Alternatively,
the residual fundamental was recovered from the doubling
process and used as a probe with energies of 80 µJ/pulse at
785 nm. The cross-correlation of the pump and probe laser
pulses was approximately 185 fs for 283 nm/785 nm and 220 fs
for 283 nm/395 nm.
The resultant photoelectrons were analyzed by velocity map imaging31 on a position-sensitive chevron-stacked
microchannel plate detector coupled to a phosphor screen
and imaged by a charge-coupled device camera. Basis-set
expansion (BASEX) methods32 were used to reconstruct the
photoelectron kinetic energy (eKE) distributions.
Several of the lowest-lying possible conformations of the
I− ·U·H2 O cluster were calculated here to better understand
the geometry and energetics of the experimentally observed
I− ·U·H2 O clusters. The Gaussian 09 computing package33 was
used to calculate the optimized geometries and energies of
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the I− ·U·H2 O cluster at the MP2 level with an augmented
Dunning basis set aug-cc-pVDZ for C, H, O, and N atoms
and an expanded basis set with an increased set of diffuse
functions aug-cc-pVDZ(-pp) for iodide.34 Following geometry optimization, the vibrational frequencies for each of the
cluster structures were calculated to confirm that each structure is a true minimum on the potential energy surface. For
each of these anionic conformers, the corresponding structures and dipole moments for neutral iodine-uracil-water were
also calculated both in the anion ground state geometry (single point calculation) and in the optimized neutral geometry, as
well as the optimized geometry for neutral uracil-water, without iodine. This was done to estimate structural changes and
binding properties of the I− ·U·H2 O DB anion, as described in
more detail in Sec. V A. For the lowest-lying anion conformer
of I− ·U·H2 O calculated here, we performed equation of motion
coupled cluster singles and doubles (EOM-CCSD) excited
state calculations [EOM-CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ(-pp)] to examine the nature of the possible electronic transitions resulting
from photoexcitation.

J. Chem. Phys. 149, 084301 (2018)

FIG. 2. Representative background-subtracted time-resolved photoelectron
spectra for features A (eBE = 0.02–0.38 eV) and B (eBE = 0.40–1.00 eV) at
short pump-probe delays for I− ·U·H2 O at 4.38 eV pump excitation energy
and 1.58 eV probe energy.

Figure 1 shows a single-photon photoelectron spectrum of I− ·U·H2 O collected at hνphoton = 4.74 eV and plotted as a function of electron binding energy (eBE), where
eBE = hνphoton —eKE. The peak of this spectrum arises from
the direct photodetachment of I− ·U·H2 O and yields a cluster
VDE of 4.40 ± 0.05 eV. This VDE corresponds to photodetachment to the lower iodine spin-orbit state (2 P3/2 ) from the
I− ·U·H2 O anion. The upper 2 P1/2 spin-orbit state is expected to
lie approximately 0.94 eV higher in energy12,35–37 and is thus
energetically inaccessible in this work. The smaller peak near
the maximum eBE of 4.74 eV (i.e., the photon energy) is from
electrons with eKE  0 eV resulting from autodetachment
from photoexcited I− ·U·H2 O; these autodetachment signals
have been measured in our previous work on I− ·U clusters,36,37
among others.
Time-resolved photoelectron spectra of I− ·U·H2 O at
4.38 eV pump excitation energy and 1.58 eV probe energy are
shown as a function of eBE (=hνprobe —eKE) up to 1 eV eBE
and for early times up to 7 ps in Fig. 2. These spectra exhibit

two features below 1 eV eBE, both of which are prominent
at time delays below 5 ps: feature A, a relatively intense and
spectrally narrow feature below 0.38 eV eBE, and feature B
which is less intense and broader, covering 0.4 eV eBE—1 eV
eBE. Based on our previously published results on I− ·U clusters at excitation energies near their VDE of 4.11 eV,10 we can
confidently assign feature A as the DB anion of the I− ·U·H2 O
complex and feature B as the VB anion of the I− ·U·H2 O complex, based on the eBE range and the spectral shape of each
feature. As seen prominently in Fig. 2, the eBE of the DB
anion shifts to higher binding energy at longer time delays
until the feature decays. Figure S1 presents the data of Fig. 2
as a waterfall plot. While feature B may appear to have some
structure or progression in the time-resolved photoelectron
spectra, the ±0.05 eV resolution of this experiment precludes
the possibility of analyzing these relatively smaller intensity
changes.
The time-resolved photoelectron spectra for I− ·U·H2 O at
4.38 eV pump excitation energy and 3.14 eV probe energy
are shown in Fig. 3, plotted from 1.2 to 3.14 eV eBE. The
most prominent feature, feature D, is located at 3.06 ± 0.05
eV eBE and is spectrally narrow but very intense, growing in
strongly over 10s of ps. Based on its binding energy, spectral shape, and time-dependent monotonic rise, feature D is
assigned to the photodetachment of atomic iodide produced

FIG. 1. Single photon, laser noise subtracted, photoelectron spectrum for
I− ·U·H2 O clusters taken at 4.74 eV. The VDE for I− ·U·H2 O was determined
to be 4.40 ± 0.05 eV.

FIG. 3. Representative background-subtracted time-resolved photoelectron
spectra for features C (maximum eBE, eKE ∼ 0 eV), D (eBE = 3.06 eV), E
(eBE = 2.29–2.99 eV), and E0 (eBE = 1.14–1.64 eV) for I− ·U·H2 O at 4.38 eV
pump excitation energy and 3.14 eV probe energy.

III. RESULTS
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following the pump photoexcitation of I− ·U·H2 O clusters. Feature C, located at the maximum eBE edge of the spectrum or
approximately 0 eV eKE, is spectrally very narrow and exhibits
an initial depletion at early times with intensity recovery at
longer times. An analogous feature is also observed at the maximum eBE edge of the TRPEI data at 1.58 eV probe energy but
is omitted here from Fig. 2 for clarity as it overlaps with another
feature, as described below in more detail. The characteristics of feature C are very similar in nature to those previously
observed for autodetachment from I− ·U clusters,37 so it can
be assigned as autodetachment from photoexcited I− ·U·H2 O
clusters. Figure S2 presents a magnified view of the data in
Fig. 3 for the energy region from 3.00 to 3.12 eV to better
show the distinction between features C and D.
At lower eBEs, there is a weak intensity broad region
exhibiting time dependence from approximately 2.3 eV to
3.0 eV eBE, denoted as feature E, and also from approximately 1.14–1.64 eV eBE, feature E0. Feature E0 is also weakly
observed in the 1.58 eV probe TRPEI data but overlaps spectrally with the autodetachment feature, and the full feature is
not captured by the 1.58 eV probe limit, so it is omitted from
Fig. 2 for clarity. Figure S3 presents the data of Fig. 3 as a
waterfall plot with feature C omitted to allow a clearer view of
features E and E0. Though noisy, these features appear to have

somewhat different rise and decay dynamics from one another.
We explore possible assignments for these weak features in the
supplementary material.
Multiple low-lying isomers have been calculated for
uracil-water 38–40 and several have been calculated here for
I− ·U·H2 O; the resulting structures, relative energies, and VDEs
of the lowest-lying six isomers of I− ·U·H2 O are presented
in Table I. Six energetically low-lying unique isomers of
I− ·U·H2 O were found within 2 kcal/mol of one another. It
is unsurprising that structures such as those of Table I(a)–
I(c) are the lowest lying isomers given that the iodide-water
ion-dipole interaction is expected to be stronger than the uracilwater dipole-dipole interaction, but within our heated cluster
source, all of these isomers and many more are possible. The
calculated VDEs of these clusters are all close to the experimentally measured VDE of 4.40 ± 0.05 eV. The experimental
results seen here likely represent an ensemble average of the
dynamics of several low-lying isomers.
Table SI presents calculated structures and dipole
moments for the neutral iodine-uracil-water in the geometry
of both the anion ground state and the optimized neutral, as
well as the neutral uracil-water geometry. The anion ground
state geometry can be approximated to be the Franck-Condon
geometry for the DB anion as it is initially formed, and the

TABLE I. The six energetically lowest-lying calculated structures for I ·U·H2 O anion complexes. Relative energies supplied are relative to the ground
state structure, 0.00 kcal/mol by definition, and corrected for zero point energies. The (a) and (e) structures are the only ones which have both O–H bonds
of water outside of the uracil plane, so the side views for (a) and (e) are provided under their respective structures. The VDEs presented here correspond to the difference in energy between the I ·U·H2 O anion and the lower iodine spin orbit state (2 P3/2 ) of I·U·H2 O at the equilibrium geometry of the
anion.

Relative energy (kcal/mol)

0.00

0.59

0.92

VDE (eV)

4.57

4.50

4.62

Relative energy (kcal/mol)

1.65

1.79

1.87

VDE (eV)

4.33

4.62

4.31
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TABLE II. EOM-CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ(-pp) calculated electronic transition
channels, energies, and corresponding oscillator strengths for the lowest-lying
calculated anion conformer of I ·U·H2 O, corresponding to the structure in
Table I(a). The excitation energies here have not been offset and are the
calculated values. See Sec. IV for more details.
Excitation
energy (eV)

Oscillator
strength

Transition
channel

Final state
configuration

0.0809
0.1003
0.1624
0.0104
0.0282
0.0652
0.1368

I(5p)-DB
I(5p)-DB
I(5p)-DB
I(5p)-π∗
I(5p)-π∗
I(5p)-π∗
π-π∗

I(5p5 )[U·H2 O] (DB1 )
I(5p5 )[U·H2 O] (DB1 )
I(5p5 )[U·H2 O] (DB1 )
I(5p5 )U (π4 π∗1 )H2 O
I(5p5 )U (π4 π∗1 )H2 O
I(5p5 )U (π4 π∗1 )H2 O
I (5p6 )U(π3 π∗1 )H2 O

4.7964
4.8823
5.0283
5.0774
5.0966
5.2240
5.2695

optimized neutral iodine-uracil-water structures serve as an
approximation for the equilibrium geometry of the I− ·U·H2 O
DB anion since the diffuse, excess electron is expected to minimally perturb the neutral geometry. These structures can be
used to estimate the possible evolution of the geometry of
the DB anion as well as the magnitude of the dipole moment
binding the excess electron and are discussed in more detail in
Sec. V A.
Table II presents the results of the EOM-CCSD excited
state calculation for the lowest-lying calculated I− ·U·H2 O
anion conformer, corresponding to the structure in Table I(a).
Seven excited state transition channels were calculated to
exist below 5.3 eV; the three lowest in energy are within
0.25 eV of one another and correspond to transitions from
an iodide 5p orbital to the DB orbital with considerable oscillator strength. The calculated DB orbital and the calculated
π∗ orbital accessed in the higher energy transitions are shown
in Fig. S4. In similar calculations performed by our group
for I− ·U,13 the calculated energy values were compared to
an experimental photodepletion (absorption) spectrum of I− ·U
and found to exceed the experimental energies by 0.52 eV. No
experimental photodepletion spectrum has been measured for
I− ·U·H2 O but this approximate 0.5 eV energy overestimate is
expected to be similar for the I− ·U·H2 O results here, which
would place these three lowest transition channels in the range
of approximately 4.28 eV–4.51 eV, close to the pump excitation energy of 4.38 eV used here. Hence, at this pump energy,
one expects excitation to a DB state of the complex. Based
on these results for the I− ·U·H2 O conformer in Table I(a), we
can conclude that the effect of the hydrogen bonding of the
water molecule to iodide is to increase both the VDE of the
cluster and the excitation energy for the formation of the DB
state. Thus, for the conformers of Table I(b), I(c), and I(e),
the results for these calculated transition channels will likely
be similar. For Table I(d) and I(f), the VDE is calculated to
be somewhat lower, and likely the excitation energy for the
formation of the DB state will be proportionately somewhat
lower as well.

FIG. 4. Concatenated VDEs for feature A for each delay time up to 15 ps.
Feature A exhibits a fast increase in VDE from approximately 140 meV to
230 meV within 1 ps followed by a gradual increase in the VDE thereafter
until the intensity of the feature decays to a point where it can no longer be
fit with an analytical function. After 15 ps, feature A decays to approximately
only 20% of its maximum intensity.

quantify this effect, the spectral shape of feature A can be fit to
a Gaussian function at all time delays for which the intensity
of the feature is non-zero. The binding energy corresponding
to the peak of this Gaussian is plotted as a function of pumpprobe time delay in Fig. 4. The DB anion VDE shifts from
approximately 140 meV to 230 meV in 1 ps and increases to
approximately 275 meV in 15 ps. Beyond 15 ps, the intensity of feature A is too small to accurately fit to a Gaussian
function.
The normalized, integrated intensities for both the
I− ·U·H2 O DB anion and VB anion (feature B) up to 7 ps time
delay are shown together for comparison in Fig. 5. The corresponding intensities out to 300 ps are presented in Fig. 6.
To capture the time-dependent dynamics of these features,
the integrated signals are fit to the convolutions of a Gaussian instrumental response and multiple exponential functions
according to the following equation:

I0 , t < 0


−t 2
 
P
,
exp* 2 + · 

I0 + Ai exp −t

2σ
τi , t ≥ 0
σCC 2π
, CC - 
i
(2)
where σ cc is the Gaussian full width at the half-maximum
given by the cross-correlation of the pump and probe laser
pulses, I 0 is the signal background, Ai are the coefficients of
I(t) =

1
√

IV. ANALYSIS

Feature A in Fig. 2, corresponding to a DB state, shows
a pronounced time-dependent shift in its VDE. To better

FIG. 5. Concatenated normalized integrated intensities for features A (blue,
DB anion) and B (red, VB anion) at short time delays.
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FIG. 6. Concatenated normalized integrated intensities for feature A (blue,
DB anion) and feature B (red, VB anion) from excitation at 4.38 eV and probed
with 1.58 eV. The rise time for feature A is cross-correlation limited, and the
decay is 4.1 ± 0.2 ps and 410 ± 140 ps. The rise time for feature B is 400 ±
140 fs and decays bi-exponentially in 6.1 ± 2.4 ps and 650 ± 100 ps.

the i exponential functions, and τ i are the corresponding rise
or decay lifetimes for each exponential.
Table III summarizes the fit rise and decay time constants
for the I− ·U·H2 O DB and VB anions and for I− , the exponential fitting function amplitudes Ai , and the intensity ratio
of the DB anion to the VB anion. This intensity ratio is measured, as in I− ·U, for a set time near the intensity maxima
of both features, ∼400 fs, from the un-normalized integrated
intensities. Fits to the data in Figs. 5 and 6 based on Eq. (2)
are shown as solid blue and red lines for the DB and VB
anions, respectively. These fits yield a cross-correlation limited rise time for the DB anion with bi-exponential decay in
4.1 ± 0.2 ps and 410 ± 140 ps and formation of the VB anion
in 400 ± 140 fs with bi-exponential decay in 6.1 ± 2.4 ps and

FIG. 7. Comparison of the normalized integrated intensities for the I− ·U·H2 O
DB anion (blue, 20 meV below I− ·U·H2 O VDE) and the I− ·U DB anion
(purple, 40 meV below I− ·U VDE; green, 30 meV above VDE). The I− ·U
data are adapted with permission from King et al., J. Chem. Phys. 141, 224310
(2014). Copyright 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.

650 ± 100 ps. The large error bars for the long-time decays
are in part due to the values being longer than the maximum
pump-probe delay used in the 1.58 eV probe experiment, 300
ps. For ease of comparison to our previous work on I− ·U
clusters photoexcited at 40 meV below and 30 meV above
the cluster VDE,10 the fit rise and decay time constants as
well as the amplitudes from the exponential fitting functions
for I− ·U DB and VB anions are also presented in Table III.
Additionally, Fig. 7 compares the normalized integrated intensity and exponential fits out to 35 ps for the I− ·U·H2 O DB
anion (blue), to the intensities and fits for the I− ·U DB anion
photoexcited at VDE −40 meV (purple) and VDE +30 meV
(green).

TABLE III. Lifetimes and exponential fit coefficients Ai for the DB and VB anions for I ·U·H2 O compared to
I ·U. A1 refers to the coefficient for τ rise , A2 for τ decay,1 , and A3 for τ decay,2 . The I ·U data for the DB and VB
anions are reprinted with permission from King et al., J. Chem. Phys. 141, 224310 (2014). Copyright 2014 AIP
Publishing LLC. The I ·U data for the I feature are adapted with permission from Li et al., J. Chem. Phys. 145,
044319 (2016). Copyright 2016 AIP Publishing LLC.
DB anion

Cluster
I ·U·H2 O
I ·U
I ·U

hνpump —VDE
(meV)

τ rise
(fs)

τ decay,1
(ps)

τ decay,2
(ps)

A1

A2

A3

DB/VB
ratio

20
40
+30

<185
260 ± 50
120 ± 90

4.1 ± 0.2
7.1 ± 0.7
5.0 ± 0.6

410 ± 140
1200 ± 100
500 ± 130

...
0.47
0.26

0.88
0.51
0.66

0.17
0.50
0.26

1.12
1.41
1.04

VB anion
Cluster
I ·U·H2 O
I ·U
I ·U

hνpump —VDE (meV)

τ rise (fs)

τ decay,1 (ps)

τ decay,2 (ps)

A1

A2

A3

20
40
+30

400 ± 140
200 ± 20
220 ± 40

6.1 ± 2.4
13.9 ± 1.4
5.6 ± 1.5

650 ± 100
450 ± 40
80 ± 30

0.60
0.75
0.65

0.27
0.56
0.54

0.73
0.44
0.35

A1

A2

0.15
0.16

0.86
0.79

I
Cluster
I ·U·H2 O
I ·U

hνpump —VDE (meV)

τ rise,1 (ps)

τ rise,2 (ps)

20
80

6.7 ± 3.8
17.5 ± 1.6

320 ± 30
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FIG. 8. Normalized integrated intensity for feature D at 4.38 eV pump excitation energy and 3.14 eV probe energy. Feature D rises bi-exponentially with
time constants of 6.7 ± 3.8 ps and 320 ± 30 ps.

Figure 8 presents the normalized integrated intensity and
fitted bi-exponential rise for the iodide signal produced from
the photoexcited I− ·U·H2 O. Photodetachment from I− appears
in 6.7 ± 3.8 ps and 320 ± 30 ps. The result for the formation of iodide from I− ·U clusters photoexcited 80 meV below
the VDE fit with a bi-exponential rise is also presented in
Table III for comparison. These data were originally fit in the
work of Li et al. by a mono-exponential rise function but has
been revised here to fit the data more accurately with a biexponential fit. These fits are shown for comparison in Fig. S5
and are discussed in more detail in Sec. V.
The normalized integrated intensities for the weak features E and E0, which may correspond to two metastable TNI
decay products, are shown in Fig. S6. These features are quite
noisy but can be fit to a mono-exponential rise and monoexponential decay. Feature E has a rise time of 3.5 ± 1.4 ps
and a decay time of 500 ± 80 ps, and feature E0 has a rise time
of 8.7 ± 3.7 ps and a decay time of 675 ± 120 ps. Further discussion of these two features is restricted to the supplementary
material.
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the previous I− ·U DB and VB anion results for pump excitation
energies both 40 meV below the VDE (−40 meV) and 30 meV
above the VDE (+30 meV) are compared here to I− ·U·H2 O
clusters photoexcited 20 meV below the VDE (−20 meV). A
higher probe energy of 3.61 eV capable of photodetaching I−
was applied only to I− ·U clusters photoexcited 80 meV below
the VDE.13 The iodide re-formation dynamics observed in that
work are reconsidered here in light of the present I− ·U·H2 O
results.
We begin by briefly considering the nature of the excited
states of the photoexcited I− ·U·H2 O complex. The EOMCCSD calculations performed here (Table II), although energetically offset from our experimental results, suggest that the
lowest energy transitions activated near the VDE correspond
to an electronic transition from the I(5p) orbital to the DB state
of I− ·U·H2 O. These calculated results are similar to the calculations performed previously by our group for the excited
state transition channels of I− ·U,13 which also found that the
only electronic transitions energetically near the VDE of the
complex were the transitions from I(5p) to the DB orbital, with
comparable oscillator strengths to those given in Table II. Thus,
the photoexcitation of I− ·U·H2 O near its VDE is expected to
directly access the DB orbital.
Before examining the TNIs separately, it is useful to note
first the observed binding energy ranges for each feature. In
previous work on I− ·U clusters, the DB anion was observed
between 0 and 0.2 eV eBE, and the VB anion was observed
in the range from 0.3 to 0.7-0.8 eV eBE.10 Both of these
energy ranges are slightly narrower and approximately 0.2 eV
lower in maximum eBE than for the corresponding features in
I− ·U·H2 O. The increase in eBE for the I− ·U·H2 O DB and VB
anions relative to that seen in TRPEI of I− ·U confirms that the
water molecule is associated in both TNIs over the course of
our measurements and that it stabilizes both the DB and VB
anions.
A. Formation and VDE shifting of the DB anion

V. DISCUSSION

The work presented here examines the ultrafast dynamics of the DB and VB TNIs for I− ·U·H2 O. The DB anion
formed by the photoexcitation of I− ·U·H2 O near the VDE
appears within the cross-correlation of the pump and probe
laser pulses, followed by the rise of the VB anion in 400 fs.
Here, we examine the dynamics of the prompt formation of
I− ·U·H2 O TNIs and the subsequent decay channels, along with
possible pathways for the observed re-formation of iodide as
a photofragment. We also provide a comparison to the previously observed dynamics for I− ·U clusters photoexcited near
the VDE to better understand the role of water in the electron
attachment and decay processes.
In our past work on I− ·U clusters photoexcited near the
VDE, the TNI lifetimes and exponential fit coefficients were
found to exhibit considerable excitation energy dependence.10
It is thus central in this discussion for the comparison of
I− ·U·H2 O clusters to I− ·U clusters to distinguish between
dynamical effects that are due to the addition of water versus those effects that likely stem from differences in pump
excitation energy or internal energy. To aid in this comparison,

The formation of the DB state of I− ·U·H2 O was found
to be instantaneous in this work (<185 fs), while for I− ·U, at
−40 meV, the DB anion rise was 260 ± 50 fs and at +30 meV,
it was 120 ± 90 fs.10 The I− ·U·H2 O DB anion rise thus more
closely resembles the dynamics of +30 meV photoexcited
I− ·U rather than −40 meV. This result is perhaps unsurprising
considering that an analogous VDE-relative pump excitation
energy between I− ·U·H2 O and I− ·U may result in differing
amounts of internal energy between the two clusters, given that
the addition of water, depending on its geometric positioning,
will add several vibrational modes to the cluster. Thus, considering this excitation energy dependence, we expect that the
fast rise dynamics here for the I− ·U·H2 O DB anion are similar
to the I− ·U DB anion.
As shown in Fig. 4, the I− ·U·H2 O DB anion exhibits an
increase in the VDE at early times from 140 meV to approximately 230 meV within 1 ps, followed by a less steep, continued increase thereafter until the anion decays to <20% of
its maximum intensity, which occurs in approximately 15 ps.
This is in contrast to the previously observed VDE shifting
of iodine-associated nucleobase cluster DB anions in TRPEI
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studies10,11 where, in the case of I− ·U, the VDE of the DB
anion increased from 75 meV to 115 meV in approximately
700 fs. It then declined to a long-time value of 95 meV
by 20 ps, the VDE of bare U− , indicating that the I atom had
departed. These I− ·U VDE shifting dynamics were found not
to exhibit any excitation energy dependence for pump energies within ±100 meV of the VDE in the previous work on
I− ·U clusters. Due to this lack of excitation energy dependence in the VDE shifting, it is apparent that the differences
in DB anion VDE shifting between I− ·U·H2 O and I− ·U are
effects induced by the presence of the water molecule. We now
examine the early-time and long-time VDE shifting dynamics
separately.
In iodine-associated DB anions formed in the FranckCondon region, the exchange repulsion between the electrons
of iodine and the DB electron is expected to destabilize the
species due to excluded volume effects.41–44 This repulsive
interaction drives the DB anion to a lower energy geometry from the vertical excitation region to the DB equilibrium
geometry; as this interaction is absent in the neutral, the result
is an increase in the VDE at early times. Within 1 ps of the
DB state formation, the I− ·U·H2 O DB anion VDE is measured to increase approximately 164% from the initial value.
In I− ·U, the DB anion of I− ·U exhibited a VDE increase from
75 meV to 115 meV in approximately 700 fs or a 153%
increase.10 From this, it appears that the initial rise of the VDE
for the I− ·U·H2 O DB anion follows a similar iodine excluded
volume perturbation mechanism as I− ·U at early times and
thus that the initial VDE increase in I− ·U·H2 O is likely governed by the motion of iodine relative to the uracil-water
moiety.
For I− ·U·H2 O, after the initial sharp VDE increase, the
DB anion VDE is found to increase by ∼50 meV until approximately 15 ps when the decay of the DB anion is too substantial
to analytically fit the VDE. This increase is opposite to the
drop in VDE for the DB state of I− ·U, although it occurs
on a similar time scale. It is possible that the longer-time
VDE shifts in the two systems have a similar origin, namely,
the loss of an I atom. For all I− ·U·H2 O isomers presented in
Table SI, the calculated dipole moment of the neutral U·H2 O
species is significantly larger than that of the iodine-associated
U·H2 O species, leading to an increase in the binding energy
if neutral iodine shifts away. By contrast, I atom loss from
the DB state of I− ·U results in a decreased dipole moment
and a decrease in the binding energy.10 Thus, the loss of neutral iodine from the cluster in ∼15 ps can account for the
observed VDE shifting at intermediate times in both I− ·U·H2 O
and I− ·U.
B. Formation and energetics of the VB anion

In I− ·U, the rise of the VB anion subsequent to photoexcitation near the VDE was found to be ∼200 fs and was
largely independent of photon energy. Therefore, the somewhat longer ∼400 fs VB anion rise seen for I− ·U·H2 O is
attributed to the addition of the water molecule. Given that the
initial electronic excitation is to the DB state of I− ·U·H2 O, the
400 fs rise time may reflect partial conversion of the DB anion
to form the VB anion. This mechanism has been suggested
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previously from our work on I− ·U clusters photoexcited near
the VDE,10 but the more obvious distinction between the DB
and VB rise times in the presence of water argues more strongly
in its favor. Moreover, it is now well established from experiment and theory that the VB state of U− ·H2 O is lower in
energy than the DB state.14,21,23,24 Here, as in our previous
work on I− ·U, however, there is unfortunately no direct match
of VB anion rise and DB anion decay time scales, as has been
observed for I− ·Adenine and I− ·CH3 NO2 .12,45
Calculations by Takayanagi et al. for the DB and VB
anions of U− ·H2 O indicate that for various U− ·H2 O DB anion
isomers, the barrier height for a DB to VB anion conversion can
vary from 0.43 to 3.00 kcal/mol.24 The authors expect the barrier to isomerization of water to a different binding site around
uracil to be approximately 1-5 kcal/mol as well and thus predict water-binding-site-change isomerization pathways to be
active among the various conformers of the DB anion to form a
DB anion with a lower VB anion conversion barrier.24 Therefore, in I− ·U·H2 O, it is possible that a small structural change
in the water binding site in the DB anion to lower the energetic
conversion barrier will delay the VB anion formation relative
to that in I− ·U on the order of ∼100 fs.
C. Decay channels of the DB and VB anion
and the re-formation of iodide

The I− ·U·H2 O DB and VB anions exhibit bi-exponential
decay dynamics with fast decay lifetimes of 4 ps and 6 ps,
respectively, and longer decay lifetimes of 410 ps and 650 ps,
respectively, while the iodide photofragment signal exhibits
a bi-exponential rise with time constants of approximately 7
ps and 320 ps. We have previously suggested that for I− ·U
DB and VB anion bi-exponential decay, the fast decay may
be internal conversion to the anion ground state by backelectron transfer to the I atom which then dissociates after
some delay to yield U + I− .13 For I− ·U·H2 O, the observation
that the two fast TNI decays are each slightly faster than the
fast I− rise time lends support to this attribution, but here we
also consider our past measurements of the I− signal from
iodide-associated clusters to explain the bi-exponential I− rise
dynamics.
Previously, the I− signal from I− ·U was fit to a monoexponential function with a rise time of 86 ps. However, as
discussed in Sec. IV, an improved fit results from assuming a
bi-exponential rise with time constants of 17.5 ± 1.6 ps and
150 ± 10 ps (Table III). A comparison of the mono-exponential
and bi-exponential fits for the rise of I− from I− ·U is presented
here in Fig. S5. The fast rise time from the revised fit is up to
a few ps longer than the fast DB and VB anion decays at comparable excitation energies. Hence, the revised fitting of our
previous data yields a more consistent set of time constants
across the two systems and further supports the association
of the fast decay constants for the TNIs with internal conversion (IC) to the ground state, followed by fragmentation
to I− .
In I− ·CH3 NO2 clusters photoexcited near their VDE, the
DB to VB anion transition is complete and occurs within
500 fs. In those species, a long, clearly mono-exponential I− reformation rise time was observed to be an order of magnitude
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slower than the fast component of the VB anion bi-exponential
decay (21 ps vs 2 ps, respectively).46 This delay was attributed
to a dynamical bottleneck between IC and photofragmentation
to I− . For both I− ·U and I− ·U·H2 O, in which the DB anion does
not undergo a complete VB conversion, it is possible that IC
of the DB anion leads to the fast I− rise component observed
here for both systems, while the slow I− rise is from internal
conversion of the VB anion and significantly delayed iodide
ejection, as in I− ·CH3 NO2 .
For I− ·U·H2 O, we must also consider that the production
of I− ·H2 O may also be an active decay channel here following
internal conversion, as the asymptotic barrier to dissociation
of water from uracil was calculated here to be less than 0.5 eV
(1); however, the binding energy of this species (VDE = 3.51
± 0.02 eV)47,48 is too high to photodetach in the present experiment. Once formed, I− ·H2 O could then dissociate on a longer
time scale to yield I− . Further experiments with a probe energy
greater than 3.51 eV are planned to determine if I− ·H2 O formation is also a dissociation channel and measure the relevant
time scales, as compared to the TNIs and iodide re-formation.
It is also worth noting that I− re-formation from I− ·U was measured with only one pump excitation energy at −80 meV, so
the role of excitation energy dependence in directly comparing
the I− ·U results with I− ·U·H2 O is unclear.
The long-time decay of both the I− ·U·H2 O DB anion and
VB anion is likely to be autodetachment. Though difficult
to record temporally, the photoelectron signal is measured
here for 0 eV eKE electrons arising from autodetachment
and has been measured previously for I− ·U, among other
systems.10,36,37 Here, the long-time decay of the I− ·U·H2 O
DB anion is quite similar to that of the +30 meV photoexcited I− ·U DB anion, consistent with the other lifetimes, as
described above. The long decay time constant of the I− ·U·H2 O
VB anion, however, is quite a bit longer than that of the
+30 meV photoexcited I− ·U VB anion, which could arise
from the presence of water stabilizing the VB anion relative
to autodetachment. Theoretical work by Takayanagi et al. and
Adamowicz et al. on U− ·H2 O clusters predicts the VB anion
to be stabilized more than the DB anion due to the increased
excess electron density on the uracil ring for the VB anion
compared to the diffuse DB anion.21,23,24 Although here the
DB anion to VB anion conversion is not found to be faster
nor have a smaller population intensity ratio of the DB anion
to VB anion (Table III), this very long VB anion lifetime
may indicate that the VB anion is preferentially stabilized to
autodetachment.
As indicated earlier, the water molecule is known to
be associated with both of the TNIs due to the increased
eBEs of the features, but neutral iodine may leave the
I− ·U·H2 O DB anion in approximately 15 ps, as evidenced
in the VDE shifting dynamics (Fig. 4). It is possible that
neutral iodine loss similarly occurs for the VB anion, which
for both species would leave behind a U− ·H2 O anion capable of decay only by autodetachment rather than internal
conversion. Interestingly, a recent study of photofragment
action spectroscopy of photoexcited I− ·U clusters found that
electron detachment dissociation channels, rather than ionic
photofragment formation channels, were the dominant decay
pathways for the non-hydrated clusters, and these electron
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detachment pathways are expected to be important here
as well, as exemplified by the relatively large A3 exponential amplitude for the I− ·U·H2 O VB anion long decay
(Table III).49
VI. CONCLUSIONS

I− ·U·H2 O clusters have been investigated using TRPEI
to examine the dynamics of low energy electron attachment
to uracil-water following the photoexcitation of the clusters
near the cluster VDE of 4.40 eV, where a DB state of the
overall complex is accessed. We observe the formation of the
DB and VB TNIs of I− ·U·H2 O and the relative stabilization
of these anions in the presence of water, as indicated by an
increase in the binding energy of both TNIs. The DB anion
for I− ·U·H2 O appears promptly, whereas there is a ∼400 fs
delay in the appearance of the VB anion. This delay, which
is more pronounced than in I− ·U,10 is attributed to a partial
conversion of the DB to VB anion. The DB anion also exhibits
a monotonically increasing VDE shift over 15 ps, reflecting
stabilization of the DB state followed by the loss of a neutral
I atom.
The TNIs exhibit bi-exponential decay, and the I−
photofragment signals exhibit a bi-exponential rise with time
constants of 6.7 ps and 320 ps. Comparison of these time
constants, along with those seen previously for I− ·U10,13 and
I− ·CH3 NO2 ,45,46 suggests that fast decay of the TNIs reflects
internal conversion to the anion ground state in which the electron has back-transferred to the I atom, followed by fragmentation to I− . We speculate that the fast and slow components of
the I− rise reflect IC from the DB and VB anions, respectively.
At longer times, the TNIs likely decay by autodetachment, with
the VB anion exhibiting a long decay time which suggests that
it is stabilized relative to autodetachment by the presence of
water.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See supplementary material for the following additional
six figures: a waterfall plot view of the TRPEI data presented
here in Fig. 2, a zoomed view of features C (autodetachment)
and D (photodetachment of I− ) in the TRPEI data presented
here in Fig. 3, a waterfall plot view of the TRPEI data presented here in Fig. 3 with feature C omitted, EOM-CCSD
calculated images of the DB orbital as well as the π∗ orbital
for I− ·U·H2 O, a comparison of a mono-exponential rise fit to
a bi-exponential rise fit for the I− photofragment feature from
Li et al., Ref. 13, and the normalized integrated intensities
for features E and E0. Possible assignments for the identities
of features E and E0 are also explored in the supplementary
material. An additional table is also provided to display the
structures and dipole moments for neutral iodine-uracil-water
and neutral uracil-water.
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